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Dear Mr Hawkins

Inquiry into the GROCERYchoice Website - Questions on Notice

please find attached the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission's (ACCC)

responses to the four questions placed on notice at the ACCC's appearance at the inquiry's

18 September 2009 Public hearing.

please also find attached the ACCC's responses to the two written questions on notice that we

received on 6 October 2009.

I can be contacted on (02) 6243 t124 should you wish to discuss.

Officer

Yours sincerely

t-¿zI
Brian Cassidy
Chief Executive



Senate Economics References Committee
Inquiry into the GROCERYchoice Website

Questions on Notice

Taken from Hansard of the ACCC's appearance on 18 Sept 2009

Questíon One (Hansørd Ref,' 821)

senator XENOPHON-I apologise to senator Barnett for intemrptinghis flow of

ãurrtionir,g. You looked quite closely at Informed Source's ability to have the teams on the

ground. Did you putto thËm, given tñat they had been doing it in the fuel business for years'

.Can you do this?, Did you actually give thäm an opportunity to put to you whether or not they

could do this?

Mr Wing-Yes. They came down to Melbourne to give us a presentation and.we talked to

them for quite a period of time, going through ttreir à'bitities and what they had and what they

would do. Following ttìæ, *. átÍ.¿ itt"* topptementary questions and they provided

supplement*y *roi.rr. ifrut was basicalfy very much ús irying to see whether we could take

the cheapest oPtion.

Senator XENOpHON-Sure. Finally, on notice, could you provide details of those questions

and answers? Or would you need to gãt Informed Sources' permission for that?

Mr Wing-Can I take that on notice?

Answer

Following the2gMay 2008 meeting between the ACCC and Informed Sources, the ACCC

contacted Informed Sourræ by phoãe on 2 June 2009 to request furtler information in relation

to its ability to recruit and train ittr fi.t¿ force required to undertake the monthly price survey'

Further information about the calculation of grocãry basket prices and the use of information

technology was also requested.

Attached is the Informed Sources response which was received by the ACCC on 3 June 2008'
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INFORMED SOURCES

3td June, 20oB

Mr Rod Middleton
ACCC
GPO Box 520
Melbourne Vic 3000

Dear Rod,

Further Particulars of Tender

Fu¡ther to our discussion today where you raised three key points, let me detail

more particulars regarding our tender:

1. Staff recruitment.
As outlined in our p-roposal and in our follow up discu-s-sions, We have decided to

oóerate a comptetËit;ãñt.iJfield force for this ASCC grocery programme of

collections. This ensures that there are minimal confidentiality issues and

ãuiãLut"lv no conflict of interest issues. However, as you quite rightly poin.t out,

iñ¡ã-uppróuch results in an increased emphasis on Informed Sources recruitment

ããpuO¡lït¡"t. We have chosen this approath ouet using existing staff because of

our confidence in our ability to recruit, train and deploy the necessary staff within

the required 6 deadline.

INFORMED SOURCES (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD A'B'N' 85 003 714 332

o00
LEVEL I / I CARDNER CLOSE MILTON QLD 40ó4 PO BOX 1525 MILTON QLD 40ó4 AUSTRALIA

PHONE +61-7-3858 0000 FAX +61-7-3858 0010

o00
wEB SITE: www. infoflnedsources.com.au EM AIL info@infonnedsources.corn.au

Thc infomât¡on containcd in this fs6hnilc is Confidcnt¡al to thc Addrcssæ ând il may also ùc lcgãlly privilcgcd. 
.

lf you are mt thc Àddmscc, rhen thi copying. distribution oJ usc of th¡s documcnl or any of thc infomation.it 6ntôiN ¡s cxpr6sly prchrÞrtcd

' tf ¡ou ha"c ræei"edìtris dæumcnt in cror, pløsc mtify the scnd6 irnmcdiatcly. Thsnk You.

Data entrY Portal and PDA

Adverts and TelePhone
lnterviews ready. List of Papers and

on-line emPloYment Portals
identified. Run adverts as soon as

Early responses to adverts followed
bv earlv teleohone interviews

responses to adverts
by completion of telePhone

interviews
Distribution of training material
and phone-in teleconference

Staff aooointment and initial trainj

U ndertake "dummY" d4q-e!

Metro area field visits and
appointment of local suPervisor'
Series of ruralPhone-in training



Just as we did with the recruitment for the GST survey process some years ago,

we will be consciously over-hiring to ensure we have "reserves" so that we can

aggressively cull stafi that are nõt performing and also to provide more hands in

tñãcrucial iirstfew surveys where collection times may not be as high'

Please note that we will be using our existing staff to undeftake the pilot in June

and should the ACCC feel comfortable that tñe ongoing use of these staff does

litfle to compromise the confidentiality and conflict of interest issues then we are

more than comfortable with mixing, matching and blending these staff and their

collections in amongst our other collections to minimise this matter'

2. Basket Construction.
õL'ffiuctionof..baskets,,or..priceRatios,,isnotcompletely
set and will be determined by working with:

. Commissiòn staff - to estaUlish what is felt to be easily understood by

the community and achieve ACCC'S objectives
o Economitti - *" already have several respected economists targeted

to verify our thoughts on construction and representation of baskets or

ratios but are happy to hear from ACCC in this area'
o commission/Government media advisors - we must ensure that the

ort.o¡n. ìr é".n ut a step forward by both the press and community'

To achieve this we will use our Informed Sources "Retail Poftal" to look at

sensitivity analysis in the construction of the baskets and ratios' We need to

examine the key caiegories and products that when added or removed have the

greatest effect.

Our approach will be to work hard on the concept generation priorto the first
r"l"ud" of data tUV us¡ng the pilot data and other data we already have available)

and then to embed the iesult into our standard operational programmes.

3. Use of PDA's for collection.
fne s our staff network will be governed by the

issue of anonymity and confidentiality. Let me explain:

To sign into a Coles or Woolwo¡ths store in Sydney..or Melbourne and to get busy

with a pDA scannin! O.r codes and eying prices will be seen as "normal" and very

unlikely that any stóre staff member would pay attention. This is not the case in

the ind'ependeni stores and pafticularly in the rural are.a.s where arrival with one

of these devices ¡n ã ltore by an un-known visitor would send off warning bells'

The use of our Retail Po¡tal Data Entry system adds little to the time in doing

collections, has the same vetting processes and in rural areas a trip back to the

store from home will cause little inconvenience.

We trust the forgoing has answered your questions satisfactorily' Should.this not

be the case then weïould be pleased to lrandle fufther questioning by phone.

Yours sincerely,

Alan Cadd
Managing Director



Questíon Two (Hansard Ref' 822)

Mr Cassidy-I think-and my colleagues might correct me-that was actually an election

commitment. In a sense, whenthey were elected they had this commitment and we did not

have any input. We undertook whát you might loosely call a scoping study, looking at different

*uy, of ,.tting up the website. Therè *er" ro-e obvious trade-offs in cost, reliability and so

øritr. We put lt u:t to the government. out of that process emerged the sort of website that went

up in August. There was-not a cost benefit in anyiense. It was simply, if yor¡ like, a bit of a

såoping io¿V of what we thought different types of websites would cost and involve.

Senator BARNETT-What were the options that you put to the government?

Mr Cassidy-The options really varied around a couple of what you mighl call the parameters

of the website. Theyïere thingé like coverage-that is, whether you would do it by regions or

whether you would look at poõibititl.s of dõing it on an-individual store basis. Also, there

were issúes about coverage of range of products and baskets and so forth'

Senator BARNETT-I understand that, Mr Cassidy. I presume you put a number of options

to them. What was the preferred option that you put to the govemment?

Mr Cassidy-We are getting fairly close to the issue of advice to govemment. I really do not

want to go too far down that Path.

Senator BARNETT-HoIw many options did you put to the government?

Mr Cassidy-Let me just say, if I could-and this might help-that the site that went up in

early Augurt *u, fairly ctose io what we put to the governmeit us being the preferable way of

going, trading off those various considerations'

senator BARNETT-Let us go another way. Did you put a proposal to the government

wtrereby you established and operated the website, or did the government request you to

undertake that resPonsibilitY?

Mr Cassidy--The government indicated to us that they wished for us to be running the

website-to set it uP and run it.

Senator BARNETT-Could you provide, perhaps on notice, the committee a copy of that

scoping study?

Mr Cassidy-Obviously I will have to take that on notice, because it does go to the issue of

advice to govemment. I will take it on notice and we will see.

Answer

Attached is the advice provided to the Government. Please note that it is in redacted form given

that during the ACCC's consultation process some of the parties supplied commercially

sensitive information on a confidential basis.
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House of Representatives
Parliament House
Canberra ACT 2600

De4r Minister

I refer to your letter of Z}January 2007 andyour request that the Australian

competition and consumer commission (ACCC) advise h9l it may deliver a

perioãic survey of grocery prices at supermarkets for a typical shopping basket; and

Low best to esiabüJh a dedicated website on grocery prices as well as any other

methods that could be used to provide information to the public.

The ACCC has had pteliminary consultations with various organisationt *lt]t . .

.*p"ri"""r in monitåring gto...y prices and has also discussed the issue with the key

gro."ry retailers. Moniior-ing bãsic grocery prices in a manner that would assist

consumers is a complicated iask, particularty due to problems relating to the need to

compare like-for-like products across stores. Significant further work is required

prior to implementation.

In broad tems, the Accc recommends a monthly survey of a basket of basic grocery

products, with several sub-baskets (such as fruit and vegetables and meats), done on a

iegional basis throughout Australia. The viewer of the website would be able to

urãrrr, for their tptJift. region, which of Coles, Woolworths, Aldi (where Aldi is

present) and the lãading independent supermarket offers lower prices on average.

More detail is provided in the att¿ched memorandum.

Yours sincerely

G.oB,-eÇ*r*"Q.
Graeme Samuel
Chairman
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission

(Encl.)



Memorandum¡ ACCC Periodlc Survey of Grocery Prices

l, Introduction

On}2January 2}07,the Minister requested that the ACCC advise how it rnay

periodically monitoi grocery prices ai supermarkets for a typical shopping basket; and

irow best tó establishã ¿e¿icãte¿ website on groceryprices as well as any other

methods that could be used to provide information to the public.

This memorandum outlinæ the proposed method for the ongoing monitoring of
grocery prices (the "Recommentled Method'), including dgtalls as to proposed 

-

imptemeïtation, and explains why the Recommended Method may be preferred to

poisible alternative methods of monitoring grocery prices.

2, TheRecommendedMethod

The ACCC recommends that periodic monitoring of grocery prices be conducted by
way of a periodic survey of prioes of a representative basket of basic gocery items,

con¿ucted for a sample of sfores of each major grocef,y chain, in each of a number of
regions per StateÆerritory.

The survey results would be communicated online on a dedicated website and would

allow consumers to compare the average prices of different supermarket chains within
their region on the basis of the basket total and totals for difføent basic grocery

categories.

The identity of the actual individual supermarkets and actual individual products

surveyed would remain confidential, to prevent 'price manipulation' of the

monitoring process by the supermækets.

The Recommended Method would have the following specific characteristics:

a) Supernarket coverage: Colæ, Woolworths, Aldi and the leading independent

supennarket chaidgroup (IGA, Foodland, Franklins etc) within each state

wouldbe surveyed.

b) Data collection: Survey data would be collected by a professional price survey

company.

c) Geographic cCIverage level: Thesurvey and price infonnatiou would cover the

breadth of Australia. Australia would be sepæated into a nurnber of regions.

There would be approximately 5-7 meho ønd 4-6 non-metro regions per state

in New South'Wales, Victoria and Queensland. There would be sligþtly fewer
regions in South Australia, Tasmania and'Westem Ausbalia. Regions within
ACT and Northern Tenitory would also be covered. Prices in each region
would be surveyed and reported.



d) sanpling of stores:A sample of coles, woolworths ancl independent

supermarket stores would be identified within each region for each survey'

Aldi would also be inclurjed.

e) Product level: Approximately 500 items would be surveyed. From this the

prices of a nurnber of baskets of products would be reported including a
general staple product basket (see discussion below), an<l baskets for a nunrber

of categoriès of groceries including fresh fruit and vegetables, fresh meat, etc.

Ð Frequency: Monthly.

g) Website reporting: The website would report ave;rage grocery prices in the

regions for each of the supermarkets listetl i1 (a). An example of a region

report is detailed below.

March 2008 grocery basket prices for Melbourne Metro West Region

* Note that Aldi generally stocks less products and different products to other superrnarkets.
Therefore the ACCC has only been able to compare Aldi to other supermarkets for a general

staple product basket. The analysis is conducted on a 'matched sirnilar product quality' basis
rather than on an 'identical pro<luct' basis.

$35,00 +0,t3.o1a $34.22 -Q,A6% $36,û3 -0.160/ß

$36.0t +0,067¡ $33,5r +0.014/t s35.32 +0.02%

$20.00 -û06% $r9.47 +0.09% $21.24 +0,057e

$25.13Ëry *4.?.04/o
"/{ när -AßZe/o

þî
$26,37m{ -0,020/s\h T

-Ë,å#Jã 3 "{020& å ryqñ"-tr ggp É-Jð8.51\ *t.ß7" å;J

$25J8 *0,û17¡ $25,J4 +0.0lY¡ 621.02 *0.03oló

$25ts +0.01% $?5.21 -0.û6% $26.69 -0.06Y¡



*t Note that it is particulæly difficult to compare like-for-like meat and fruiUvegetables

across different stores due to quality differences.

Theproposedwebsite would also include information aboutbroadlywhichproducts

fall into the baskets and caveats in comparing prices across stores. A key message for
website users would be that price is only one factor when shopping. Other factors,

such as quality, tenglh of queues, range etc, need to be assessedby customers.

Furthennorq it *oot¿ be ønphasised that prices can differ ûom store to store within a

regíon are changed reguladyby the supermarket chains. It would^alsg be-emphasised

tnãt ttt" website baskcts may not be representative of the basket of goods individual

consumers pwchase. Consumers should therefore be careful in drawing s&ong

conolusionJ relatìng to the relative cost of purchasing their grocery iterns.

3. Issues regarding the Recommended Method

Selectíng baslæts and individual ítems

The basket and sub-baskets would broadly contain the basic gtrocery products and

brands that make up a large proportion of household grocery expenditure. The size of
eachbasket and the content ofbaskets would reflect data from tl¡e Household

Expenditure Survey ('HES') and sales volume data obtained from themajor grocery

chains. However, due consideration would need to be given to the ability to compare

like,for-like products across stores when choosing products (see below).

It is likelythat about 30 to 50 items would be selected for each sub-basket in each

month, so that in anymonth about 300 to 400 of the 500 items areused in thebasket,

and 100 to 200 are not. Over time, the contents of each basket is rotated through the

entire list of 500 items, so that it changes gradually over time thereby assisting in
maintaining basket confidentiality, but making su¡e the baskets can be sensibly

compared overtime.

Due to the large number ofproduots in each sub-basket and the overall basket,

products and baskets would be weighted according to the Household Expenditure

Survey and sales volume data in order that the website dollar figures reflect

approximate weekly expe,nditure by a typical household.

Incorporating Aldí

A very difficult task arises in finding appropriate cornparisonproducts in Coles,

1V'oolwortlrs and independents to the products Aldi storas offer. Comparing non-like
products would distort the results significantly. Furthermorq Aldi stocks far fewer
products than the other stores, which also creates difficulties. The ACCC

recommends including Aidi, despite these difficulties, because Aldi is an important

aspect of the competitivo landscape in grocery retailing.

The ACCC recommends Aldi be incorporated by having a 'General Staple Product

Basket' of approximately 50 to 80 products drawn from across the fr¡ll range of
grocery items. This would be a collection of standard groceries that'Aldi does stook.

The ACCC would engago expert consultants for assistance in ensuring that

appropriate like-for-tike comparisons for the Aldi products æe found at the other

supermarket chains. Sometimes these comparison products at the other supermarkets



will be 'generic brands', but they may often be brand-name products. Testing of
products maybe required in order to enswe quality matches.

The website would rnake it clear that the basket price is calculated on a 'matched

similar product quality' basis rather than on an 'identical product' basis, and that

,orn tttitts need to make up their own minds as to the issue of product quality.

Comparíng tike-for-líke products in stores other than $Idi

Finding appropriate compa¡isons across the superqækef9 for home-brand goods, fruit

and veleta|les and meat will present significant diffrculties, particulatþ since higher

qualit/home.brand products âre now very coûrmon andhavchigh mæket shares.

Si*ptir ohoosing the cheapest product would create abias towards supermarkets

promoting low quality produots.

An example of this problem arises in relation to aproduct such as steak. One

supermaricet ohain may offer higþer quality and higher !ti9.d steak as its standard

prôduot, but there is nothing on the packaging that clearly identifies it as higþer

quality compared to steak offefed by other supermarket chains. To effectiveþ

þunistr' that chain by price-comparing its steaks to lower quality steaks would be a

slgrrificant concern of the ACCC, particularly if this encouraged all supermarkets to

sell lower quahty steak as their stantlard product.

The ACCC would engage expert consultants, and consult with indushry, to assist in
ensuring that appropriate like-for-like comparisons are forurd at each supermarket'

The task of finding appropriate product comparisons would involve significant
upfront work, but the iask would also continue over time because products, inoluding
product quality, oan change.

Selection of supermørkets in each region

In each region, a sample of stores wouldbe randomly selected, consisting of sevoral

Coles supermarkets, several SafewayAiloolworths supermarkets, and several

supermarkets of the leading independent chain/banner in that state/tenitory. Aldi
would also be surveyed.

Regionat sample surveys are recommended in preferencs to çensus monitoring of
each individual store in Australia, There are over 2,000 large sized supermarkets in
Australia. To survey each of these stores wouldbe an extretnely expensive and

logistically challenging exercise. The downside of using a sample of stores within
each region is that the chains and independents do have different prices for different
stores within a region. For oxarnple, if there is intense looal competition with an Aldi
store, a Coles or'Woolworths store is likely to be cheapet on many key products

compared to other Coles and Woolworths stores in the same area.

Data source

Ttre ACCC has considered whether the collection of groceryprices shouldbe done by
survey or by requesting scanner data directþ &om the super-markets. Survey data is
recommended in preference to directly obtained scann€r data for two reasons. First,
while the major grocery chains maybe able to supply such data readily, this maybe

4



much more diffrcult or impossible for smaller and independent chains, so that the

potential burde,lr on smallðr supermarkets would be higþ. Such scanner data would

älso need to be complementedby frequent survey audits. Secondly, the use of 
-

scanner data may compromise the perceived (in the eyes of the public) indçendence

of the monitoring process compared to an analysis conducted on the basis of data

collected inde,pendently.

A firm with specialist oapabilities in conducting confidential surveys of prices in

supermarkets, and tlre loþstical capabilities and scale to engagein significant data

coitection exercises such as this, would be engaged on abasis of stríct confidentiality

in respect ofthe data collected and the basket contents.

There are a number and wide range of potential problems that can arise when price

$yvoyors are sent into the field. The ACCC would liaise closely with the price

rn*.y firm to €,llsure that price surveyors æe thoroughly trained and that adequate

and ómprehensive contingenoyplans æeinplace forproblems arisinginthe field.

fhe ACCC would need to e.n$¡re that data problems are dealt with appropriateþ (e.g.

the goods are not on the shelt or are a different size) and that surveyors maintain

confideirtiality and are not 'followed' by supermarket representatives (which is a

commonproblem forthiskind of worþ.

Data collectìon and processìng

Each month, on a random and confidential day during that month, the data collectors

of the price survey firm attend each of the supermarkets in the survey on an

anonymous basis (but with ACCC letter in hand in case they are challenged), and

colleot the data on hand-held devices. The data would then be downloaded and

prooessed by the price survey firm, Although we would hope that the survey could be

àchieved in a single day for ma,ximum data consistency, it may need to occllr over

several days to avoid very high labour costs, partierlarly in some regional areæ.

Intra-week prioe variations do occr¡r and the data issues arising from a multiple day

$rrvey would need to be. dealt with in a fair manner.

The ACCC would then analyse the data, deal with flaws in the data, and then

caloulate the respective basket and sub-basket prices, and publish the results on the

dedicated website. \Me expect the website to be updated within approximately two

weeks of the survey. This two week timeframe would be likely to shorten

signiûcantly over time as the data processing methodologies are refined by the

ACCC.

Other issues

Five ht¡ndred items per store is recommended as an appropriate balance of the need

for the basket to be rçresentative against the cost of data collection. The læger the

basket, the less individual specials/discounts would affect the overall analysis and the

greater the accuracy of the survey of prices of subóaskets.

The survey would cover large supermarket chains only. It is not intended to cover

smaller supermarkets and convenience stores as their prioes gpioally reflect their
offering of convenience. It is recommended that the strvey cover the two major



chains (coles and safewayAlvoolworths), Aldi, and the lægest independent gocery

chain¡ba¡urer in each respective stato/tenitory (e.g. IGA, Foodland, etc)'

5. Additional options considered

An additional option considered was to limit the regions to two per state, i.e. a metro

and non-meho iegion per state. riVhile this option would be $gnrficantþ oheaper, ít

was deoided that tfre dct of localised information would make it less relevant to

consumefs.

TWo further options were considered, each comprising monitoring and publishing the

prices of individuat products at individual stores:

o One option was to track and publish the prices of a fixed list of (say' 50)

produõts at all (2000+) supe¡market stores on a weeklybasis.

o A second option was to do the same as the first optionbut to vary the produot

list ûom one week to the next.

The principal advantage of both these options is that they would provide information

on the prices of indiviãual products on ã store-by-store basis and in that se,nse would

be higttly transparent.

The principal disadvantage of such options would be that verylarge qualtitiss.of data

and ôther information wout¿ need to be regulæly collected and processed. This

would give rise to the following issues:

o These options could probably onlybe carried out by way of direct prwision of
price data by the supérmarkets, There are over 2,000 large supermarkets in
Ausüalia, and reguÍar collection of price data from each of these stores by
means of a survay would involve substantial logistical challenges and costs.

These options would rely on the cooperation of the chains and stores in the

regular irovision of price data across a large number of items and stores. This

would in tum give rise to the following substantial disadvantages:

o The monitoring system could be beholden to the continuing good will
of the participating supermarkets, as it would only be effective with
prompt, aocurate and regular provision of data by the stores'

o The burden of data provision would likely be significant for smaller

supermarket ohains. Coles. and Woolworths would likeþbe able to

complyreadily with such a datarequest. However, such arequest

wouid likelybeburdensome on individual IGA stores (whichis
essentially a decentralised franchise operation) and other independent

supermarkets, and possibly unworkable for Aldi (which does not stock

many of the items that would be considered standæd in the other

chains). The likely result would therefore be exclusion of IGA antl

Aldi (and other independents) from individual storemonitoring.



A frrrther disadvantage of the first (but not the second) of these fu¡her options is that

the list of monitored items would be fixed and known to stores. This would create

incentives for chains and stores to manipulate the prices of those items, in attempts to

appear to be cheaper than competitors. This would be an undesirable result.

It was judged that the disadvantages of these approaches substantially outweigþed the

advantâges, so that none of these approaches coUld be recommended.

6. Consultations

The ACCC hæ consulted informally with several parties in relation to the proposed

monitoring of grocery prices, including:



Questíon Three (Hansard Ref,824)

Senator XENopHON-Were the same data collection teams from Retail Facts used to collect

price information for Woolworths?

Mr \iling-I would have to take that on notice.

Senator XENOPHON-II is pretty fundamental, isn't it?

Mr \iling-I would not like to say. I would have to take that on notice'

Answer

The majority of data collectors engaged by Retail Facts to collect price information for the

ACCC were not used for the coileõtion of price information for Woolworths. There were avery

small number of exceptions to this in remote regional af.eas' However, in these limited

instances the price coilections for the ACCC anã woolworths were undertaken in different

weeks and were never performed in the same store'

As noted by the Accc at its lg september 2009 appearance, each price collector had access to

the list of products included in each monthly co[eôtion for a period of only two days' Price

collectors downloaáed the product list information using a PDA network on the night before

the price collection. À"""rt to the product list was removed immediately following the

completion of the collection.

In addition to that above, Retail Facts' procedures included a rigorous audit process, in which

price collection supervisôrs would .nrù. the accuracy of the data collected by undertaking an

äudit of approximåtely l0% of stores following each monthly collection.

All Retail Facts' price collectors, management and support staff signed a confidentiality

agreement with the ACCC. This agreement clearly stated that theyhad unfgrtaken to not

dísclose to any other person infoniation relating io the services performed for the ACCC'



Questíon Four (Hansard Ref' 826)

Senator XENOPHON-Is the ACCC able to tell us how many times and in what regions

Woolworths was found to be the cheapest overall during the life of GROCERYchoice?

Mr Cassidy-We would have to take that on notice. We were collecting 61 regions amonth,

which, ovei six months, is 366 regions, and off the top of my head I do not know the answer to

that question. We could take it on notice.'We can give you the answer.

Answer

The ACCC published the results of six monthly surveys (July 2008 to December 2008) prior to

the transfer of the GRocERychoice program to Treasury on 5 January 2009. over this period

price data was collected and publisheà foi a total of 366 regions across Australia. of these,

Woolworths was the cheaperì in tgg regions, Coles was the cheapest in 160 regions and

independent supermarkets were the cheapest in 8 regions'



Additional Questions on Notice provided by the Committee Secretary on 6 October 2009

1. Did the ACCC advise the Government of the $2.7 million cost difference in the two

main tenders for data collection? If not, why not? If soo what was the Government's

response?

2. Given that Informed Sourcest tender was lower on cost but you were concerned

about the timeliness, did you advise the Government of the merit of deferring the

start date for a few weeks?

Answer

l. No. The procurement was conducted in accordance with Commonwealth Government

procurement policies regarding value-for-money. A Budget appropriation of $12.86

tnittion ou., fo* yr*r úur received for the GROCERYchoice program and the website

was produced in accordance with the stated objectives'

Of the five quotes received for the provision of data collection services, only Informed

Sources and Retail Facts provided ã quote that was both compliant and within the budget

for the program.

The ACCC did not advise the Govemment of the difference in price between the two

quotes because while both were assessed to be within the budget for the program, only

tire Retail Facts quote adequately provided for the delivery of services within the

timeframe required.

The Informed Sources quote included a proposal to recruit and train the field force of
staff to undertake a *onthly price survey of approximately 500 products from

approximately 600 supermarkets across metropolitan and regional Australia.

The ACCC considered that there rwas an unacceptable degree of risk that the recruitment

and training of staff could not be completed to the level required in the time available.

2. No. The procurement was conducted in accordance with Commonwealth Government

procurement policies regarding value-for-money. A Budget appropriation of $12.86

million ou", iout y.*r iuur received for the GROCERYchoice program and the website

was produced in accordance with the stated objectives.


